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GO FAR EAST, YOUNG MAN
FEBRUARY 20, 1984

ETHAN B. STANLEY

I would like to preface this paper b y warning
the listener that I intend to repeat a refrain which,
of late, pertains to members' papers dealing wi~h.matters
mili tary -- namely, " and this is mine." I nO'lrJ ]oJ_n
ranks with them in elaborating on my one and only "war
story."
The period of officers' training at Fort
Sill, Oklahoma, was finally coming to an end.
I was
glad to b ecome a second lieutenant, along with what
seemed to be a multitude of other young men who shared
that military baptism with me. We would soon be put
to the test as artillery officers. vfuere would I be
spending my time on active duty, I wondered? Europe,
perhaps? Certainly a challenging assignment.
I could
take a crash course in German or brush up on my
French. Or would I be assigned somewhere in the
states? Safe, but not as challenging, I thought.
The idea of going to another part of the world never
occurred to me.
I will never forget the day I received
word my assignment was to be neither Europe nor the
U.S., but, of all places, South Korea.
Without delay, I phoned my parents and
told them the news. After the initial shock, Mother
turned over the phone to Dad, himself a graduate of
Sill in the days when the 105 rom howitzers were preceded by the French 75's. He could not believe his
ears.
"Are you sure?" he asked.
"Positively, " I
replied.
I could tell that he was disappointed and
somewhat apprehensive; however, we both agreed that
there was nothing much that could be done about the
decision and that things would undoubtedly work out
all right.
"I just have to make the most of it, "
I said to him and to myself.
I was about to enter a country which seemed
very distant and removed not only geographicall~ ~ut
c ulturally, a country which had recently been d~v~ded
b etween north and south by the 38th parallel. I,
a long with others who had received our orders for
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Korea, knew that we had a job to do and concluded tha~
perhaps after all there could be no more challenging
assignment.
When the C-124 troop carrier approached
Kimpo Air Base, it was dark and raining .
I could
see the lights in Seoul City . I had come from Tokyo
as a courier, and, after the four-hour flight, was
glad to see that we were about to land . Shortly afte=
deplaning, I signed over the classified material for
which I was responsible and then walked toward the
passenger terminal, passing through a red, green and
yellow oriental gate. I was about to enter another
world, one which would be unfamiliar, perhaps hostil e ,
perhaps friendly. Many thoughts were going through
my mind as I went through that gate, knowing it was
to be the first of many nights in the ancient land
of Korea.
Inside the passenger terminal Army liaisor.
informed me that I would be taken by truck to replacement depot at Ascom City, where I would be billeted.
The driver of the truck saluted , took my suitcase
and we began our journey in the darkness and rain to
"Repo-depot." Upon arrival, I was told by a corpora l
to go to a building a short distance away . Having
entered that building, I found in the semi-darkness
an empty bunk and took off my uniform. The clean
sheets felt good.
I was tired and soon fell asleep.
The next morning the rain had stopped.
There w~re several other officers in the same quonset ,
some, ~~ke myself, having just arrived; others were
o~ the~r waY,back home. One of the latter introduced
h~mself, saYlng that he had been near the demilitariz zone -- the DMZ -- and that conditions were improving
but that,there was still a long way to go. The war,
or conf~lct, had been over about three years, but th e ~
were st7ll prob1 7ms and potential danger.
I made useof my tlme by g01ng to the PX where I bought name
tags, among other essential items, and wrote some
letters.
I was SOon informed that I would be going
to ~he.24th and not the 7th division. Things were
beglnn~ng to take shape.
An hour later outside our
officers' quarters a bus was ready to take those
of us assigned to the 24th. From t h e b us w e boar d e~
a train headed for Seoul and points north. The traln
was dirty and all the windows were closed. The
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whistle blew the train jerked and we were on our way.
The seats we~e not comfortable, but I tried to relax
b y reading or looking out the window observing the
mud-and-stick huts; dirty, half-naked urchins jumping up and down, waving to us from a short distance;
women carrying objects on their heads, small children
s trapped to their backs; men pulling their burdens
on A-frames. Certainly an unfamiliar setting, a world
q uite different from ours.
Having arrived in the Seoul area, we went
directly to the 24th Replacement Company, were
b illeted in a jamesway tent, washed up and headed
for the Officers' Club to have a long-awaited drink .
The next morning I was met by a lieutenant from 24th
Division Artillery. On our arrival at Div Arty ,
I discovered that I would be assigned to the 13th
Field Artillery Battalion. After all the traveling,
I was looking forward to arriving at my final destination the next day. And there it was: Battalion
Headquarters, 13th Field Artillery, my home for the
next several months.
I went to the personnel building, handed over my 201 file, went outside and soon
met the Battalion commander and the officers of
" A" Battery, to which I would be assigned. At the
time I did not realize how glad they were to see a
second lieutenant, green though I was.
I was
taken to "A" Battery and was anxious to see the
layout and my living quarters, otherwise kno~m as
a "hooch." Nothing elaborate, as to be expected.
After unpacking, I paid a visit to the captain,
who informed me that I would be reconnaissance and
survey officer, not exactly what my liberal arts
English major prepared me for, but anyway a
challenge.
After spending some time adjusting to
my new environment, I joined the other officers
and went to the Officers' Club, where I was
officially greeted by the Battalion commander,
a mong others.
" Gentlemen,1I he said, "we have with
u s this evening a new lieutenant, Lieutenant
Stanley. " He had in his hand an artillery crossc annon with the number 13, which he proceeded to
D in to my lapel.
He shook my hand and wel~omed
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ceremony there were shouts of approval followed
by a hearty chorus of:
Hurray for Stanley, hurray alas~
Hurray for Stanley, he's a horse's
ass!
Those lyrics would apply to any new officers, with a
simple substitution of names. What an exhilarating
yet humbling experience!
"Drinks on the house, "
someone bellowed.
I needed something after that.
So much for my initiation into the world of the
Officers' Club.
I sensed that this would be the
beginning of a solid fraternity during my tour
of duty with the 13th Battalion.
The club, located on a hill within headquarters battery area, was referred to as "Mount
Olympus" by the enlisted men. On many a late afternoon after work hours we "gods" did have a right
jolly good time sipping our "nectar" and playing
games such as liars' dice. The view from there
around dusk reminded me of an Oriental painting
with its mountains, rivers and valleys -- a peaceful
setting and a sharp contrast to the bitter fighting
that had taken place just a few years before around
and beyond those mountains and valleys.
In addition to my primary duty as Recon
and Survey officer, I had additional duties in the
battery, such as Safety officer, Troop Information
and Education (TI&E) officer and Fire Marshall.
Being in charge of Recon and Survey, I was responsible
for the Detail section, which in a battery was or is
made up of survey and communication. The section
was supervised by a seasoned sergeant who was supposed
to have the highest I.Q. of any enlisted man (or
perhaps any officer) in the battalion. Just what
I needed, I thought: a non-com not only with
experience but with brains. Sergeant Conner could
talk about and do mostly anything. When I first
met him, he was reading a Western novel in the commo
shack, a wretched little building on the outside,
but neat and orderly within. Conner introduced
me to some of the personnel, some of whom eyed
me with suspicion, since I was the new arrival.
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At least I was not one of those so-called "90-day
wonders '! graduating from Officers Candidate School.
I knew, as well as they, that I was inexperi enced
and expendable, but I quickly gave them the impression
that I was in charge and would back them all the way.
I fel t ready to meet the challenge of the various
duties.
Here my four years of R.O.T.C. and training
at Fort Sill would be put to the test.
As TI&E officer, I was in charge of a class
each week ranging from instruction on how to install
and operated an M-1941 stove up to and including
current events, which was usually a ten-minute summary
of the news extracted from Pacific stars and Stripp.s.
The educational phase of TI&E was concerned with
USAFI courses and G.E .D. tests. Several University
of Maryland courses were offered which provided an
opportunity for anyone to continue his education
through correspondence courses. Being Fire Marshall
was not exactly my favorite added responsibility -in fact, a headache d uring the cold winter months.
Two types of stoves were used: the pot belly and
the space heater, both of which were effective;
h owever, when they were turned up too high, they
emitted a red glow around the lid -- clearly a
danger signal, which was known in military parlance
as putting the heating device in "Chinese overdrive."
Those heaters were usually inspected by me, my
assistant or the KATUSA (Koreans Attached to the
US Army) fire guards .
As Safety officer, I was occasionally
involved with a ISS-howitzer battalion and was
responsible for safety in firing, assuring that
the proper charges were used and that the tubes
were within the safety limits in deflection and
were raised or lowered no higher than maximum
elevation or no lower than minimum elevation.
For a change, I liked being associated, though
briefly, with the battalion with heavier and larger
howitzers . We ran into trouble only once -- when
the howitze rs were being moved into position in a
night occupation. Due to the terrain, the 155's
were below a ridge; someone unfortunately had
placed the aiming circle in front of the howitzers
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to lay them. From that position the aimi~g circle
was visible to only three of the five how1tzers.
The instrument should have been behind the guns at
the required distance, although that would have
placed the aiming circle in a rice paddy, not the
stablest of terrain. The result was an unnecessary
delay in relaying the battery; however, safety came
first and I was only fulfilling my obligation to
make certain everything was "A OK."
Life in the battery area was always a
challenge in fair or inclement weather. Classes
were administered to those in the firing battery
and detail section. Toward the end of each month
there were what were known as "George ll alerts,
which kept us all on our toes, since they would
demonstrate how effectively and quickly we could get
ready just in case the " balloon went up." On with
the steel helmets and full combat gear with carbines!
During those alerts, I, along with two other officers,
acted as forward observers. While the exercise was
taking place, the section chiefs and crew men took
their positions at the howitzers . The tubes would
already be on barrage data.
In the meantime, the
perimeter defense was laid out consisting of .30
and .50 calibre machine guns and rocket launchers.
Meanwhile, the three of us who had gone out as
f.o.'s had our jeep with trailer for the equipment
consisting of a PRC-9 radio, a field telephone,
wire, spool, reel, camouflage and C-rations. We
made a beeline across a b ridge and went to our
respective observation posts in the 19th Infantry
regimental sector.
I reported to " A" Company, which
occupied three separate positions on observation
post "Nina." Communication was speedily set up
with liaison switch using the PRC radio. When
the platoon leader received orders to move out,
we went to the alternate position. Usually in
the middle of the second phase of a " George " alert
the exercise was called off, since it rarely lasted
over 24 hours. Upon completion of the alert, we
three observers met at a

designated point and

returned to the battery area. Those alerts were
good training, and "A" Battery always lived up
to its motto, "Ever ready."
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In early fall we began practicing for the
Battalion test. The batteries moved out in convoy
to Santa Barbara range, where practices were held.
I recall that I was in the lead vehicle heading for
the range. We were to take a longer route, since
the regular one was blocked off due to washouts.
It was easy to make the wrong turn over unfamiliar
turf, and we ended up by going a short distance in
the wrong direction.
Realizing the error, I ordered
the driver of our 3/4-ton truck to make an about face
and doubletime it back to the intersection. Fortunately,
we had been a good distance ahead of the other
vehicles; the error went undetected and, breathing
a sigh of relief, we proceeded in the right direction
to the range. We arrived at the rendezvous area,
where we went into administrative bivouac, pulled
maintenance on the vehicles and cleaned the weapons.
Communication lines were put in directly
to headquarters switchboard. The actual test practice
began the following day . The battery CO's met the
Battalion commander and were in formed by him which
positions they would occupy. Since I was with comma
and survey, the procedure I followed was to let my
chief of detail, Sgt. Conner, handle the wire lines
and telephones while I joined "B" Battery survey
officer with my survey team; together with their team
we began our position area survey while "c" Battery
survey team performed target area survey. There
,'\Tere two teams with two aiming circles to measure
angles, survey stakes and tape. Back in the battery
area the battery commander, having received the
order, prepared the battery to move out into the
night occupation of position, the first phase of
the problem. The survey being completed and the
aiming stakes positioned at the flanks for the
battery to lay on, the batteries woul~ move into .
their respective positions. We were ~n the locat~on
which the battery would occupy and, during that time
in the darkness, the stillness would be broken by
the exhausts of the trucks towing the howitzers
to be placed in firing position. There was a
.
direct line from the exec post to each of the s~x
well as a line from the exec ~ost to
d lateral line to the adJacent
the switchboar d an
f'
rs hoping there would
battery.
I crossed my ~nge

howitzers as
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b e no comrnunication problems. Laying a battery at
night required a great deal of skill and coordination. A smooth operation this one was, all the way.
After the forward observer called in several fire
missions, culminating in the TOT (Time on Target) ,
in which all the batteries fired on the same target
at the same time, the order, CSMO (Close Station
Barch Order) was given and we prepared to leave
Santa Barbara to return to home base.
On various occasions I was fortunate enough
to be forward observer, although during the Battalion
test I functioned as recon and survey officer. Looking back at my experience and training at Fort Sill,
I was eager to call in a few fire missions .
I recall
ascending some steep and rugged terrain to observation
post 9 located at bulls-eye range. At the summ.i t
our party set up communication with the battery
and soon began calling in assimilated missions,
depending on the nature of the target, whether
it be a platoon of infantry in the open, a machinegun nest or a tank.
Later, in November, during the
19th Infantry test, "A" Battery of the 13th F.A.
Battalion was to furnish fire support for the
1st Battalion, 19th Infantry: I was to be forward
observer for our battery. The infantry "problem"
lasted almost two days. During the practices we
were mostly in the 19th Infantry Regiment sector:
the terrain seemed more rugged, the hills higher,
than any area to which I had been exposed.
I had
wire lines laid to have communication with liaison
switch who received assimilated fire requests which
in turn were relayed to the battery.
I stayed
close to "A" Company commander, since he would let
me know when he would need artillery support.
I
had direct wire connection and also radio contact
with liaison switch. After being in the forward
position for some time, one p~atoon mov~d up in
our vicinity and occupied a r~dge. My Job, al?ng
with mortar, was to furnish fire support to th1S d
Wh
the "aggressors" attacked, we opene
platoon.
. ex:
.
We were also "attacked "
up with assl.m~lated f~re.
II '
"
This
by "bombs" (colored smoke) ax: d l.n~antry.
1d
d 1
.
actl.on Sl.nce we wou
operation was a e ay~ng n gg res~or" and have to
be "overwhelmed" by. t~e a
inder of the company.
retreat hastily to ]ol.n t h e rema
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The "aggressor" continued the "attack" after the
withdrawal, at which time a holding force stayed
while the bulk of the battalion pulled out to another
defensive ~osition. The holding force was supported
by l05-how~tzer and mortar fire.
During this time
"heavy casualties" were inflicted. The following
morning the tide turned, and we entered the "attack "
phase. With only a couple hours of sleep and after
chowing down our rations, we made the move to
Icicle Range to begin the "attack." Real mortar
and artillery rounds this time were fired into
the impact area, landing at fairly close range in front
of us. There was one casualty when a short round
of white phosphorous was fired, injuring one soldier,
who was immediately evacuated by helicopter. After
a brief cessation, firing resumed and the advance
continued. There was an objective to seize. Rounds
kept pouring in, and infantry small arms continued
firing. After the climax of that barrage, a cease
fire was called and the test was over. Artillery
was given high marks, and the 1st Battalion scored
90 on the test. The only other time I was at Icicle
Range was to witness a night-firing demonstration,
a memorable event with an impressive audience,
including the 24th Division Commander, a British
Brigadier, a contingent of the Royal Sussex troops
and the troops of the 24th. The spectacle included
a display of concentrated fire, infantry and artillery
weapons combined. The setting was highly dramatic,
like a scene from Dante's Inferno, with blinding
fire and light. Actually, the real enemy, the North
Koreans, were not too far away, since the demonstration took place on the north side of the Imjin River.
What a sight to behold~
I shall always remember the
fire, the heat, the smoke, the light during the
night at Icicle Range.
Toward the end of November, I, along with
four enlisted men from our Battery, was assigned to
an observation post on the DMZ for a week. This
was a change of scenery, to say the least, b ut not
exactly what one would call rest and recuperation,
or Rand R. After loading the necessary items on
the truck, we left the battalion area for our
destination closer to the real enemy. We were the
replacements of the 52nd Battalion contingent.
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Having arrived, I experienced a feeling of being cut
off from normal channels of communication, a feeling
of isolation in not so friendly territory. We stayed
in a tent and huddled up close to a potbelly stove
at night; we looked through the B .C. scope during
the day trying to detect North Korean troop movements. We saw some occasional tank activity, but
nothing to be concerned about. As I gazed through
that scope I thought about how much easier it was
to lay lines of wire communication between the for~!ard
observer party and the howitzer battery than to
attempt a human communication between two countries,
two ideologies.
I thought of Kiplingls words, with
poles changed:
"North is North and South is South,
and never the twain shall meet. II At the end of that
long week we returned to the Battery area where we
could again touch back with our comrades-in-arms.
I was soon thereafter notified that I was qualified
for Rand R.
I wasted no time in preparing for
my departure to Tokyo.
I left the Battalion in early December,
went to Hunsan-ni railhead and boarded the train
to Seoul. At the station I remember one Korean
"mama-san" who was trying to sell bottles of booze
(not for medicinal purposes) which appeared to be
American made but which were undoubtedly a mixture
known as "jak-ju," a strong, sinister house brew
that would make onels hair stand on end. Need less
to say, I was not tempted. As the train pulled
away from the station, I looked through the dirty
windows and observed the frozen rice paddies, the
"papa-sans" in the distance carrying rice reeds packed
firmly and loaded on their A-frames. How distant
they seemed, as preoccupied with daily chores in
their own pragmatic world as we were in ours. When
the train ride was over, we went to Kimpo Air Base
to board the plane bound for Tachikawa Air Base
in Japan.
Upon arrival there, I proceeded directly
to Camp Drake, the Rand R center, checked in and
luxuriated in a hot shower to rid myself of the
Korean "crud." Some of the highlights of the fiveday vacation included: Staying in a crowded but
inexpensive hotel, the Osaka, which served as a
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good base of operations; dining at Suehiro's, oriental
fashion, where suki-yaki was the specialty; strolling
along the Ginza, the main shopping district; walking
around the Imperial Palace and through the Imperial
Hotel; attending a concert by the Tokyo Symphony
Orchestra; going to the Tokyo Onsen, a public bath
house and indulging in a steam bath; walking along
the crowded streets and riding in a taxi or two,
going everywhere, it seemed, from Hardy Barracks,
the five-story PX, to Shiba Park; buying Japanese
prints and seeing the movie, " Around the World in
80 Days. " All of these activities were a pleasant
and needed change from the discipline of Army life.
At the end of our last day in Tokyo, we prepared
ourselves mentally to return to our military duties.
After my arrival back at the 13th, I was
told that I would assume the new responsibilities
of Personnel Officer and S-l of the Battalion. This
change of assignment came as a surprise since the
work was so different from what I had been doing
in the Battery. However, the decision was made.
Mine was not to reason why.
I would no longer be
going out in the field with the firing batteries
but would, as I was to discover, be involved with
battalion command post exercises.
I learned the
tricks of my new trade quickly from my very competent
predecessor. Fortunately, the personne l staff was
very competent and was headed by a lean and efficient
master sergeant.
I observed that my name kept appearing on special orders assigning me to the additional
duties my predecessor had: Postal Officer , Labor
Officer and Recruiting Officer. As Labor Officer,
I was responsible for hiring and firing indigenous
employees. Hy Korean "hauncho" (slang for "one in
charge " ) named Cho kept all the records, time
sheets, issued passes, obtained I.D . cards and
pored over Division circulars on labor duty . He
spoke good English and liked his job. He wanted
to attend school in the U.S ., desiring to study
political science.
I was beginning to find out a
great deal about indigenous help.
In order to be
hired, those Koreans had to be cleared through
the 24th Division labor office. They had to go
through intensive screening before beginni~g work.
They were hired as house boys, barbers, tal lars and
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KP's. The houseboys were paid well and worked long
hours making beds, cleaning rooms, shining boots,
serving lunch and dinner. The names of those in
Headquarters Battery were Sam, Chet, Kim and Chung.
When I was in !lA" Battery the two houseboys we had
were Pae Hyo Song, nicknamed "Slick," and Kuro Kwan
Ho, otherwise known as " Pork Chop." Life in general
in Headquarters Battery was moving smoothly, thanks
to that efficient and experienced staff , G.l. and
indigenous.
A day in the life of the personnel officer
and S-l was one of infinite variety . Colonel Ambron,
the battalion commander, would ask his staff what
would be on the agenda for a particular day. At
personnel I would check the in basket to see if some
correspondence required signature or to see if a
report needed to be acted upon, such as safety
reports, vehicle deadline reports, character guidance
reports, paper work involving court martials. When
new men arrived, their form 20's came in advance
and we would examine their HOS's (military occupational specialities) and then make recommendations
for allocating them to appropriate slots in the
batteries. Later, some time in February, personnel
sections throughout the 24th Division went on a
command post exercise. We took all personnel equipment with us, including field desks, field phones,
typewriters, filing cabinets, camouflage net and
tent and loaded everything on our assigned 2 1/2ton truck. The purpose of the exercise was to
determine how effectively personnel could function
in the rearward area, being flexible, keeping up
with paper work and staying in contact with other
units.
Me anwhile, life at the Officers' Club
was picking up speed. Colonel Ambron and others
wanted to start having parties once a month;
consequently, a commi ttee, on which I had the
pleasure of serving, was,formed f~r that purpose.
The first social event f~zzled ma~nly b7ca~se
" round eyes," or American gir1s, were d~ff~cu1t
to round up. They were Red Cross type~'lk~i;ndid
li d u hnut dollies. " However, a soc~a
as
~ gl'
All of the battalion commanders and
mater~a

~ze.
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execs were invited, including Brig. Gen. Davis, Div.
Arty Commander with his date.
I do not recall any
Korean females, otherwise known as "moose," either
present or accounted for.
The party was a great
success, spiced by the close harmony of the Kim Sisters,
a trio of attractive and talented Korean girls, who
sounded very much like the Andrews Sisters of an
e arlier generation.
Our world inside the compound seemed
relatively secure, productive, challenging and
enjoyable. There was a feeling or sense of community
and common purpose which existed among us, not only
within the batteries and battalion, but between
them and the division.
Yet, we were isolated from
the' larger world outside the protective barbed wire ,
wh ~ch represented a barrier between us and the native
Koreans, with the possible exception of the indigenous
h elp and the KATUSA. There was a contrast in mind,
body and spirit. Again, I was reminded of Kipling's
line, " East is East and West is West---. 17
Around the middle of March 1957, Colonel
Ambron informed me that word had come from 8th Army
that an Armed Forces courier was needed at the courier
station in Seoul and that Div Arty had notified him
that an officer be furnished from our battalion.
To my surprise and delight I was selected for that
d uty. Variety is the name of the Army game, I
concluded. Or had they had enough of me at the 13th?
I had mixed feelings about leaving my friends and
associates, but was looking forward to a change,
to a completely different assignment. After a
parting soiree at the Officers' Club, I was on my
way the following morning to Seoul, a two-hour ride
over the main dirt road . We passed through Munsan,
then into the open country, to the 24th Division
south checkpoint, to the south gate of Seoul and
finally to K-16 Air Base and to the courier transfer
station, which would be my base of operations an.d
living quarters until my rotation date in October.
I was warmly greeted by the three officers already
assigned there -- a captain and two lieutenants
and made myself at home.
I already had a secret
clearance but needed an interim top-secret clearance
to be able to work as a courier. The clearance came
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uickly and, being issued a :45 automatic,
through qmy assignment as courier offlcer.
I began
Specifically, our work involved delivery
of classified material received from Japan ,and
distributed to points within South K~rea e~ther d
by vehicle or plane. outgoing materlal channele
through our station en route t~ Tachik~wa. We would
receive material from an incomlng cour~er fro m Japan,
such as I was when I first came to,Korea. ~hus~
the re was constant flow of classifled materlal ln
and out of the country. By vehicle we generally
drove a jeep or 3/4-ton truck from K-l6 to Seoul
Area Command to deliver material to Communications
Center or to the Adjutant General classified section.
The route took us through the town of Yong Dong Po,
across the Han River bridge, into Seoul, and
ultimately to SAC. Of much more interest was
delivering material by plane. We coordinated our
work with the 8th Army Flight Detachment, also
stationed at K-l6. Those pilots also were
lieutenants. Over the several months I was to
be with them quite frequently. We flew in light
aircraft, such as L-19's (called Ilbird dogs " ) and
L-20's (or " beavers'). Our flights took us as far
south as Pusan, as far west as Paeng Yang Do, as
far east as Kangnung, as far north as Munsan.
Nothing like Korea from the air, with its imposing
mountain ridges, rivers and valleys, a contrast to
the crowded life in the towns and cities. A few
times one of the pilots, to relieve the monotony,
played a game called " Buzz the Farmer ll and briefly
descended to very low elevation close to a rice
paddy causing an irate farmer to shake his fist
at us, undoubtedly because the noise of the plane
disturbed his beast of burden.
The four of us kept ourselves busy during
the day even when flights had to be cancelled due
~o b~d we~ther.
Our house boy, Ho Chil Bok, who was
ln hlS 30 s, was efficient and industrious.
Instead
of pay~ng him in won, the Korean currency, we each
gave hlm a carton of cigarettes which he obviously
preferred, because he would sell the cartons at a
profit, no doubt, at his tiny yet tidy general store.
A clever fellow Ho was, indeed.
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I befriended an Air Force major named LaClair,
who was also stationed at K-16. He asked me if I
would be interested in teaching a class of Korean
students part time.
He was teaching an American
history course on Saturdays at Chungang University
in Seoul. On my off-duty days I would have the
time and would have no trouble adjusting my schedule
to join him on Saturdays; so, I accepted the offer.
Th is experience, I thought, would give me the
opportunity to make contact with some of the
people, of whose country I had been a II guest " for
several months.
So, LaClair and I went each
Saturday for four weeks to Chungang . He lectured
to a group of graduate students, while I was
involved with a group known as the English-Speaking
Society, composed of 25 to 30 freshmen and sophomores. They knew some English words and phrases
but needed some exposure to the language; on the
other hand, I knew very few Korean words and phrases.
At the 13th Battalion some used an assortment of
crude, concocted phrases when communicating with
t he indigenous help, all said in a spirit of lighth eartedness; things like "cadji-wa cumdinghi " or
" come here right away "; Hcutta-choghi " or " get out
o f here! Beat it! 1I The re were more literate and
r efined phrases like "Number one Jo-san " or "pretty
g irl "; "Takisan money hava yes " or " I'm rich "
(usually exclaimed on pay day). Naturally, I
r efrained from uttering such crud ities and proc eeded to address my class on the peculiarities of
American life . They wanted me to speak slowly
and to write on the blackboard unfamiliar words
and phrases.
It was really a two-way street: we
were learning from each other.
I was beginning
t o say a few words in Korean, much to their
d elight.
I told them, in English of course, about
the way people lived in my home town and other
p laces, about social mores, elaborating on mostly
any subject American about which I was somewhat
knowledgeable: dating, cars, marriage, you name it.
They accepted everything I told them as the gospel
truth, or at least I think they did . Anyway, I
tried to open for them a window to America; although
that was a large order, I felt as though I was
partially successful. When classes were over,
I was rewarded with a paper bag full of won.
I
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was touched by their generosity and felt that I should
not accept the money; however, I would have insulted
them if I refused.
I knew that I could not nor woul d
want to take that amount out of the country and woul d
have to spend most or all of it while in the Seoul
area.
I did not want to be left holding the bag,
so I used up most of the won dining a couple of times
at a " four - star " restaurant treating my three courier
friends to egg roll, rice and fried shrimp .
I
offered a small amount to Ho, the house boy, but
he preferred cigarettes. Seriously, I felt good
about going to that university, being involved
with those students, even for a short time. I received
much more intangibly than I had anticipated.
I felt
that I had done a good job in this extracurricular
activity of being a kind of ambassador of good will,
which we soldiers should be, I thought, while
stationed in a foreign country.
My regular courier duties kept me busy.
Three of us would alternate morning and afternoon
deliveries, while one would remain at the station
for security purposes. We were fortunate to be
fairly independent, to have that freedom of movement
with little or no harassment. Occasionally, our
superiors from SAC 8th Army made a routine inspection
and would find that everything was running smoothly.
After hours, there was always the Officers' Club,
a roomier and more luxurious establishment than
our battalion club. Regardless of size or location,
both fulfilled a purpose and a need.
My Korean tour of duty, varied as it was,
was about to come to an end.
I bade farewell to
my courier comrades and to our house boy, who expressed
his thanks for all those cartons of cigarettes by
presenting me with a brass bowl. Going out of
Kimpo, where I originally landed coming from Japan,
I recalled arriving on that rainy and lonely night.
The sky was clear now. For the second and last
time I passed through that red, green and yello~
gate into the cavernous mouth of the troop carr~er ..
I looked back while airborne at that strange, beautlful
and rugged land where I spent more than a ~ear of , my
life.
I took back with me many favorable 7mpresslons.
Naturally, I was looking forward to returnlng to my
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own country, the land of the big PX and the alln ight generator.

